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ONE 

SUMMARY 

In 1955, the third world came together for the first time at Bandung 
to express a vision of"friendly cooperation" that would "help bring 
about the common prosperity and well being of all."l Thirty~five 
years later, the question for most third world countries is not how 
to attain common prosperity but how to arrest their descent into a 
common misery. 

Optimism is a rare commodity in the third world today, and at the 
root of the volatile mixture of anger, frustration, and hopelessness 
that one encounters everywhere is a world economic order that 
systematically ensures that, as Fidel Castro put it, "the price we 
pay as nee-colonies is much higher than the price we paid when 
we were colonies.''2 

The 1980s have been marked by a sharp increase in poverty and 
inequality throughout the third world. Accompanying this free
fall in ·living standards has been the erosion of economic 
sovereignty. Increasing poverty and declining sovereignty are 
manifestations of a disturbing process at work globally: the 
relationship of significant areas of the third world to the interna
tional economy is being transformed from one of dependence or 
unequal integration to one of exclusion or marginalization. 

This essay explores selected dimensions of this contemporary crisis 
of economic development in the third world, focusing on the vital 
intersection of internal policies and international economic 
trends. 

We begin with an overview of the extent of the erosion of living 
standards throughout the South. Next we look at the sharp decline 
in national sovereignty that has accompanied this process of 
impoverishment, and discuss five factors that have greatly con-



tributed to the erosion of sovereignty: the debt crisis, transnational 
corporations, the growing cost-effectiveness of labor .. saving 
manufacturing processes, depressed commodity prices, and aggres
sive protectionist policies on the part of the United States and 
other advanced industrial states. 

Chapter four takes a close look at recent attempts to break out of 
underdevelopment in the Philippines, Vietnam, South Korea, and 
Taiwan. Although these countries (or province, in the case of 
Taiwan) belong to the same region, each took a distinct path to 
development. The comparison underlines the decisive importance 
of the interaction of the domestic economic strategy and the 
international economy. It attempts to draw out both the unique 
consequences of each strategy and the common constraints or 
opportunities encountered by all, especially in their relation to the 
international economy. 

The fifth chapter focuses on key dimensions of the collective 
struggle of third world countries to reshape the international 
economy over the last three decades via negotiation and confron
tation with the Northern powers. It documents the failure of the 
South to alter the power equation with the North on almost all 
significant fronts. Also discussed is the impact of growing differen
tiation of interests among third world countries on this central 
confrontation. 

The sixth chapter studies the implications for the third world of 
the emergence of protectionist "superblocs" in the North. The 
thrust of the analysis is that significant sections of the third world 
will see their status moving from dependency or unequal integra
tion within a liberal international economic regime to mar .. 
ginalization or exclusion from an international economy 
characterized by superblocs. 

The final chapter is devoted to sketching out the key elements of 
a strategy that might enable third world countries not only to 
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ensure their survival as viable economic entities but also to embark 
on sustained development in the midst of a harsh international 
economic climate: the creation of regional blocs around par
ticularly dynamic third world economies. Essential to the success · 
of this enterprise, however, would be the setting aside of national 
rivalries, the promotion of cooperation in trade, investment, and 
technology, and the spread of democratic decision making in 
politics, in access to resources and in the process of production. 
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TWO 

A DECADE OF REVERSAL 

After registering some economic growth in the sixties and seven; 
ties, most third world countries have exp~rienced a massive reversal 
in the eighties. 

Africa faces veritable collapse. Between 1980 and 1985, the 
economies of nine African states shrank, while those of eleven 
registered hardly any growth. After rising in the sixties and seven; 
ties, per capita income will have dropped by 1990 to its level at 
independence in the 1960s! All the plagues of underdevelopment 
appear to have come together in a merciless fashion in the past 
decade. Drought, deforestation, desertification created by inap; 
propriate agricultural practices, sharp drops in export prices, mas; 
sive indebtedness, skewed development priorities, and civil war 
have combined to make Africans the world's hungriest and most 
malnourished people. 

Not even Nigeria, subSaharan Africa's biggest economy, has been 
able to escape the economic Armageddon: in just two years, 
1985-1987, annual per capita income in this country of 107 
million dropped by more than half, from $800 to $380, prompting 
the World Bank to reclassify it from a middle; income to a low;in; 
come country.3 

A United Nations advisory group reports that throughout the 
continent "health systems are collapsing for lack of medicines, 
schools have no books and universities suffer from a debilitating 
shortage of library and laboratory facilities."4 But scarce resources 
diverted from health and education are being channeled, not to 
feeding the hungry, but to servicing the continent's $138 billion 
external debt. 

If Africa has lost thirty years of development, Latin America has 



lost a decade. By 1990, says the Economic Commission on Latin 
America, regional per capita income will barely reach the levels 
of 1980.5 The millstone dragging down the continent is its crush~ 
ing debt of over $400 billion. For many countries, like Mexico and· 
Brazil, which received the accolade of having wrought "economic 
miracles" in the 1970s, it is as if a car traveling at sixty miles per 
hour suddenly has been thrown into reverse. The boom of the late 
sixties and seventies--which saw Brazil, for instance, growing at 
some 10 percent a year-was followed by no mere bust but by a 
depression worse than that of the thirties. Austerity programs 
designed to squeeze out the resources for debt repayment forced a 
savage 10 percent decline in regional gross national product in just 
tw~years' time, in 1983 and 1984. Over the past few years some 
5 to 10 percent of many countries' income has been routinely 
transferred abroad in the form of debt service payments, with the 
result that from 1984 to 1988 the net transfer of resources for the 
region has been negative to the tune of $100 billion. And this 
figure does not include capital flight instigated by local 
businessmen, which averaged, according to one estimate, about 
$13 billion yearly between 1980 and 1985.6 

This massive transfer of resources, which recalls the colonial 
plunder of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is creating 
tremendous human suffering. We have not yet seen starvation on 
an African scale, but its precursors--malnutrition, infant mor~ 
tality, and disease-are on the rise. In Brazil, real wages fell by 33 
percent between 1981 and 1985, while infant mortality shot up 
from 66 per thousand to 74 per thousand in just two years. In 
Bolivia, many poor families are giving away their children to 
better~off families. Tuberculosis, a by~product of malnutrition, is 
back with a vengeance in Peru; while in the Dominican Republic, 
on.e of the most indebted countries in per capita terms, unemploy~ 
ment now afflicts a quarter of the work force, and some people 
have resorted to eating rats to survive. 7 Indeed, unless the debt 
burden is lifted, it is within the realm of the possible that Latin 
America will face an African .. type collapse in the 1990s. 
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While the picture in Africa and Latin America is almost uniformly 
bleak, Southeast Asia presents a contrast between booming Sin· 
gapore and Thailand, which are regarded as newly industrializing 
countries (NICs) or near .. NICs, and stagnating Philippines, In .. 
donesia, and Malaysia. The latter, heavily dependent on primary
product exports, have been plagued by ~a Latin America-type 
squeeze created by plunging commodity export prices, escalating 
debt, capital flight, worsening income distribution, and corrupt or 
ineffective management of the economy. 

The Philippines exemplifies the crisis of the resource-based 
Southeast Asian economy. Regarded in the early sixties as the 
most industrially advanced country in East Asia with the excep .. 
tion of japan, the Philippines failed to make the breakthrough to 
sustained industrialization and is now the sick man of the region. 
With 10 percent of the country's gross national product now going 
to service the foreign debt and with the economy futher plagued 
by the free .. fall of the international price of sugar and coconut, the 
percentage of Filipino families living under the poverty line has 
risen to 60 percent, with large pockets of the population facing 
starvation or severe malnutrition. 

Turning to the Asian heartland, the third world's two largest 
countries, India and China (who between them have 1.8 billion 
people or almost 40 percent of the world's population), posted 
respectable GNP growth rates of five percent and ten percent 
respectively between 1980 and 1985. The lessons of their sound 
performance in the midst of the generalized reversal of their 
neighbors are: limit dependence on international trade, and bor .. 
row as little as possible from the Western banks. But the gains from 
relative independence are being eroded by the two countries' 
continuing high population growth rates8 and, in the case of 
China, by the strategic choice of rapid and massive integration 
into the world capitalist economy. The coastal development 
policy adopted by the Chinese leadership consciously sacrifices 
the development of the interior provinces to the rapid growth of 
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FIGURE 1: Average Annual Real Growth of Domestic Product of Third 
World Countries 
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SOURCE: KPMG, The Asia-Pacific Region: Economic and Business Prospects 
(Amsterdam, 1988), 4. 

the coastal regions and has already created inequalities between 
and within regions of a vast country that once flamed as a beacon 
of the strategy of self-reliance.9 

In the 1970s the OPEC countries and the NICs were regarded as 
the success stories of the South. Today OPEC has lost its luster. 
With oil prices dropping by about 50 percent since 1982, many of 
the oil exporting countries have gone from feast to famine. The 
less prosperous, like Nigeria and Venezuela, have faced negative 
growtP rates and escalating indebtedness to commercial banks. For 
the more prosperous, moderately populated countries like the 
United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait, misguided 
spending priorities and sheer profligacy on the part of the elite 
have combined with the steep drop in oil revenues to stymie the 
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creation of a stable manufacturing base to depend on when the oil 
runs out-and the hour is late. 

Many would say that the star performers in the third world arena 
in the last decade have been the NICs of East Asia: Singapore, 
Taiwan, South Korea, and Hong Kong. {Although Taiwan and 
Hong Kong are not countries, but parts of countries, we shall refer 
to them as NICs.) With few natural resources, these economies 
have grown by feverishly exporting manufactured goods to the 
United States. In 1987, East Asian "tiger economies'' collectively 
posted an impressive 11 percent rate of growth. 

But the glittering statistics cannot hide a development that is 
striking at the very heart of the NICs' strategy of export-oriented 
industrialization: the swift closing up of the vast U.S. market that 
for two decades spurred on their development. 

In sum, four decades after the beginning of the postwar decoloniza
tion process, the third world scene is bleak. There is more poverty, 
more inequality, and less hope than during the so-called 
"springtime of freedom" in the sixties. A few East Asian NICs 
provide a counterpoint to the dismal scene. But like the OPEC 
countries in the seventies, the NICs may dazzle the rest with their 
current relative prosperity, but they face an unenviable future of 
trade warfare with their main markets in the West. 
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